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Melioidosis, a disease of public health importance in Southeast Asia and northern Australia, is caused by the Gram-negative soil
bacillus Burkholderia pseudomallei. Melioidosis is typically acquired through environmental exposure, and case clusters are
rare, even in regions where the disease is endemic. B. pseudomallei is classed as a tier 1 select agent by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention; from a biodefense perspective, source attribution is vital in an outbreak scenario to rule out a deliberate
release. Two cases of melioidosis within a 3-month period at a residence in rural northern Australia prompted an investigation
to determine the source of exposure. B. pseudomallei isolates from the property’s groundwater supply matched the multilocus
sequence type of the clinical isolates. Whole-genome sequencing confirmed the water supply as the probable source of infection
in both cases, with the clinical isolates differing from the likely infecting environmental strain by just one single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) each. For the first time, we report a phylogenetic analysis of genomewide insertion/deletion (indel) data, an
approach conventionally viewed as problematic due to high mutation rates and homoplasy. Our whole-genome indel analysis
was concordant with the SNP phylogeny, and these two combined data sets provided greater resolution and a better fit with our
epidemiological chronology of events. Collectively, this investigation represents a highly accurate account of source attribution
in a melioidosis outbreak and gives further insight into a frequently overlooked reservoir of B. pseudomallei. Our methods and
findings have important implications for outbreak source tracing of this bacterium and other highly recombinogenic pathogens.

M

elioidosis is an underrecognized disease of significant public
health burden in many tropical regions across the globe,
especially northern Australia and Southeast Asia, where the greatest number of cases are reported annually (1). Melioidosis is
caused by the environmental dwelling Gram-negative bacterium
Burkholderia pseudomallei, an opportunistic pathogen that most
commonly affects people with underlying disease or risk factors,
particularly diabetes and hazardous alcohol use (2). Disease severity varies widely and depends on the strain, host immunity, and
inoculum size. The highest case fatality rates exceed 90% in septic
shock or untreated septic cases (3). Even when appropriate therapy is administered, mortality ranges from 13% in northern Australia (4, 5) to 50% in Southeast Asia (2). In October 2012, B.
pseudomallei was upgraded to a tier 1 select agent by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (www.selectagents.gov) owing to fears of a deliberate release coupled with the high mortality
rate, lack of a vaccine, intrinsic resistance to standard antimicrobial agents, and protean disease presentations that confound diagnosis, particularly in regions where the disease is not endemic.
B. pseudomallei infection primarily occurs via percutaneous
inoculation; however, case reports associated with severe weather
events and contaminated water supplies have highlighted the potentially important roles of inhalation and ingestion (2, 4). Bore
(automated well) water supplies contaminated with B. pseudomallei have been linked to four and three deaths in the Northern
Territory and western Australia, respectively (6, 7). Currently,
there are an estimated 2,600 domestic water bores in the Darwin
rural region of the Northern Territory, Australia (8), most of
which are unchlorinated. Samples from 55 of these bores showed
that one-third were culture positive for B. pseudomallei (9).
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In early 2012, two nonfatal melioidosis cases were diagnosed in
a single household supplied with B. pseudomallei-contaminated
bore water in the Darwin rural region. Using multilocus sequence
typing (MLST), we previously showed that clinical B. pseudomallei
isolates from both cases were the same sequence type (ST 325) as
an isolate from the bore water supply (8). The property’s water
supply was remediated with a UV filter, leading to undetectable
levels of B. pseudomallei (8). ST 325 has also been recovered from
other locations in the Darwin rural region, supporting the notion
that MLST alone lacks resolution for source attribution. To obtain
greater resolution, we performed whole-genome sequencing
(WGS) on B. pseudomallei obtained from these two cases, from
their water supply, and from other melioidosis patients and environmental samples from the surrounding region. PCR-based
multilocus variable-number tandem repeat (VNTR) analysis
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TABLE 1 Molecular typing results and sampling data of B. pseudomallei isolates
MLVA-4 type

MLST

Patient identification/
water source

Source of sample

Isolation date

Sample origination

MSHR5990
MSHR6955
MSHR6137
MSHR7176
MSHR7406
MSHR7446
MSHR1539
MSHR3554
MSHR270
MSHR2037
MSHR4182
MSHR4438
MSHR6354

223
402
223
223
223
244
244
223
438
437
244
400
430

325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325
325

P741
P811
Water storage tank
Water storage tank
Shower
Bore head
Bore head
Bore head
P92
P429
P646
P690
P785

Clinical
Clinical
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Environmental
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical
Clinical

Jan 2012
Apr 2012
Jan 2012
May 2012
Jun 2012
Jun 2012
Feb 2003
Nov 2009
Feb 1994
Mar 2014
Apr 2011
Dec 2010
Sep 2013

Outbreak property
Outbreak property
Outbreak property
Outbreak property
Outbreak property
Outbreak property
Nearby location
Nearby location
Unrelated case
Unrelated case
Unrelated case
Unrelated case
Unrelated case

(MLVA) of four loci (10) was incorporated to augment WGS
short read data, which are unable to span paralogous or certain
highly repetitive loci in B. pseudomallei (11, 12). As a novel aspect
of this study, we performed genomewide phylogenetic analysis of
small insertions/deletions (indels), which largely comprise short
read-mappable VNTRs across the B. pseudomallei genome, to increase our resolution among closely related isolates. This work
represents the most accurate account of source attribution in a
melioidosis case to date and highlights the challenges of tracing a
highly recombinogenic bacterium of public health importance,
with ramifications that extend to forensic source tracing of this
bacterium in the event of a nefarious release.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethics approval. Ethics approval for this study was detailed previously
(4).
Genotyping. MLVA-4 and MLST were performed as described elsewhere (10, 13).
Study site and B. pseudomallei isolates used in this study. Details of
the study site have been described (8). The 13 B. pseudomallei isolates used
in the current study were all identified as ST 325 (Table 1). Six study site
isolates, including the two human cases, and seven outgroup ST 325 isolates external to the study site were examined. These isolates were obtained either as part of the 25-year Darwin Prospective Melioidosis Study
(4) or from B. pseudomallei environmental sampling efforts conducted by
Menzies School of Health Research in the Darwin region over the past 2
decades (9, 14). Two outgroup isolates originated from bore water supplies on nearby properties (⬍9.7 km from the outbreak property), and the
remaining five isolates were from human cases with patient exposure history linking them to probable infection in the Darwin rural region (Table
1). Outgroups were included to identify relatedness among isolates from
the outbreak property.
B. pseudomallei culture detection from water (9) or soil (6) specimens
was performed using established methods. Species confirmation was
performed using a real-time PCR assay targeting a B. pseudomalleispecific 115-bp segment within the type three secretion system 1 (TTS1)
gene (15).
Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and de novo assembly. Genomic
DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Chadstone, Victoria, Australia) as previously described (16). Samples
were sequenced at Macrogen, Inc. (Gasan-dong, Seoul, Republic of Korea), using the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform (Illumina, Inc., San Diego,
CA). MSHR6137 was also subjected to WGS using the 454 GS FLX⫹
platform (454 Life Sciences, Branford, CT, USA). Genome assembly for
this strain was performed as previously described (12). The final genome
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contains 65 contigs totaling 7,208,016 bp, with an N50 of 258,651 bp, and
encodes a predicted 6,656 proteins.
Variant identification of outbreak-associated isolates. Identification
of orthologous core genome single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and
short read-mappable indel variants from Illumina WGS data were performed using SPANDx (17). MSHR6137 was isolated from the water storage tank in the same month as P741 presented with melioidosis and was
therefore chosen as the reference genome for alignment. Following identification, genetic variants were visualized in Tablet v1.14.04.10 to ensure
accuracy (18). MSHR6137 Illumina reads were included in the analyses as
a control, allowing a small number of discrepant variant calls to be eliminated across all genomes. SNP and indel variants identified with SPANDx
were used for phylogenetic reconstruction based on the maximum-parsimony module of PAUP v4.0. Phylogenetic trees were visualized and manipulated in FigTree v1.4 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Genetic loss was assessed using BedTools (19), which is incorporated into
SPANDx.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The whole-genome shotgun project for MSHR6137 has been deposited into GenBank under the
accession number AXDS00000000. The version described in this paper is
version AXDS00000000.1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Two melioidosis cases (P741 and P811) from the same rural residential property presented within a 3-month period in early 2012
(8). Melioidosis is not generally considered communicable, and
case clusters are rare; thus, the presentation of two cases from the
same property over a short time frame prompted suspicion of a
single B. pseudomallei-contaminated source. Our previous case
study identified the likely point source of the two infections as a
contaminated household bore water supply, as both clinical and
environmental isolates from this property were ST 325 (8).
In certain microbes, a single genotyping technique may suffice
for inferring relatedness; however, the high recombination rate of
B. pseudomallei can confound attempts to trace the source of an
infection (20). We recently reported two situations where B. pseudomallei strains from different countries in different hemispheres
had identical STs but were highly divergent on a whole-genome
level (21) and an instance where MLST failed to detect a polyclonal infection that was identifiable by WGS (22). Together, these
studies demonstrate that MLST can suffer from a lack of discrimination power.
To further investigate the point source of the rural property
outbreak, we first examined high-resolution tandem repeat loci
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using MLVA-4 (10). The MLVA-4 approach is inexpensive and
thus useful in an outbreak scenario to rapidly analyze a large number of strains for additional genetic or genomic analyses. A predominant MLVA-4 type, 223, was found in 14 of 15 ST 325 isolates
from the outbreak property’s water supply. These isolates harbored an identical MLVA-4 type to MSHR5990, the isolate obtained from P741 (Table 1). Interestingly, the clinical isolate from
P811 (MSHR6955) was MLVA-4 type 402, which differed from
other strains isolated from the outbreak property by a single repeat
deletion at the 2341k locus (Table 1). A single isolate from the
water supply possessed a third MLVA-4 type (244) that differed
from other outbreak ST 325 isolates at the 933k locus. These results suggest that all ST 325 isolates from the outbreak property
were closely related. MLVA-4 types 223 and 244, but not 402, were
also found in three ST 325 isolates: an unrelated case (MSHR4182)
and two environmental samples from a nearby area (MSHR1539,
MSHR3554) (Table 1). Given that the clinical isolate from P811
was the only instance of MLVA-4 type 402, it is possible that this
MLVA variant arose as either a consequence of within-host evolution or via laboratory passage. This finding was not surprising
given that MLVA loci are known to evolve rapidly, and multiple
mutations have been documented in acute B. pseudomallei infections (11, 23). However, despite the MLVA differences of P741
and P811, no remarkable features were noted between the clinical
presentation of these two cases, consistent with the intergenic nature of these MLVA loci, which are not expected to impart a selective advantage to the bacterium or to cause more severe disease
(10, 24). It remains a possibility that the variant MLVA-4 type 402
is present in a lower abundance in the water supply, and therefore
insufficient sampling precluded its isolation.
Following MLVA-4 analysis, 13 ST 325 B. pseudomallei isolates,
including at least 1 from each known ST 325 MLVA-4 type, were
selected for WGS (Table 1). Whole-genome SNP identification
uncovered 111 SNPs among the ST 325 isolates (see Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material). SNP variants were visualized using the
Integrative Genomics Viewer 2.3.4 (25). SNPs were relatively
evenly distributed, suggesting that the majority of variants were
due to point mutation rather than to recombination (see Fig. S3 in
the supplemental material). Fifty-seven of the SNPs resulted in a
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synonymous change, and 54 were nonsynonymous. None of the
SNPs were associated with known virulence or antibiotic resistance genes. Phylogenetic reconstruction of these SNPs using
maximum parsimony showed only minimal differences (one to
four SNPs across the entire genome) among all outbreak isolates,
including the two clinical isolates from patients 741 and 811. No
evidence of genetic loss was observed in any ST 325 strain from the
outbreak property relative to MSHR6137. However, one largescale deletion (35.8 kb) was detected in outgroup isolate
MSHR4438 (AXDS01000015, 120,323 to 156,123 kb). The two
clinical isolates from the outbreak property differed from each
other by two SNPs and from MSHR6137 by a single SNP each;
thus, the environmental isolate MSHR6137 was more closely related to both clinical isolates than they were to each other (see Fig.
S1 in the supplemental material). Based on these SNP results, we
deduced that both melioidosis cases from the outbreak property
were most likely caused by infection from this single point source.
B. pseudomallei encodes a large number of predominantly intergenic tandem-repeat loci, with 609 such loci documented in the
K96243 type strain (24). These loci provide a rich source of genetic
variation in this organism. Genome-wide analysis of small (⬍30
bp) indel mutations in the ST 325 isolates, most of which encode
VNTR loci, identified 77 variants; despite their lower number
compared with SNPs, we hypothesized that these indels might be
useful for phylogenetic analysis. Small indels can occur at highly
mutable genomic positions, making them more prone to homoplasy, and are therefore conventionally considered problematic for phylogenetic reconstruction. However, in this comparison
of closely related isolates, indel-based phylogenetic reconstruction
yielded a topology very similar to the SNP data, with all isolates
being placed into the same major clades (see Fig. S1 and S2 in the
supplemental material). To provide higher resolution among ST
325 isolates, the SNP and indel data sets were combined into a
single phylogeny (Fig. 1). This approach not only reduces homoplasy but allows further resolution within SNP-defined clades
by comparison of indels within subclades. Four and nine indels
were identified in P741 (MSHR5990) and P811 (MSHR6955), respectively, relative to MSHR6137. Fewer indels were identified
between MSHR5990 and MSHR6137, which was expected given
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FIG 1 Maximum parsimony whole-genome combined SNP and indel phylogeny of environmental and clinical isolates from a melioidosis outbreak in the
Darwin rural region, northern Australia. P, patient; Env, environmental. The consistency index was 0.98. Inset, sampling locations for this study; solid stars,
patient and environmental samples collected at the outbreak property; hollow shapes, isolates used as outgroups. Mutation refers to both SNPs and indels.
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strains, which is a stark contrast to B. pseudomallei populations in
soil where several different STs can be present in a single sample
(26). Of note, although clearly separated by WGS, MSHR1539
shared the same MLVA profile as MSHR7446, an environmental
isolate from the outbreak property. Thus, these clade differences
were only apparent at a whole-genome level and were not detected
using MLVA. We conclude from this observation that temporal
sampling is an important consideration for accurate source attribution, particularly when interpreting MLVA data, due to potential issues of homoplasy.
During the outbreak of a potentially deadly environmentally
acquired pathogen, it is vital to identify the source of infection to
prevent additional cases. In the current study, WGS combined
with detailed epidemiological information was required to identify the probable source of the melioidosis outbreak. Although
MLST was a good predictor of whole-genome similarity and successfully excluded distantly related B. pseudomallei isolates as an
infection source, it is a relatively expensive technique that lacks
resolving power among closely related isolates. MLVA-4 provided
an inexpensive and higher-resolution approach that was informative but suffered from homoplasy; thus, MLVA-4 results should be
interpreted with caution. In this study, we showed for the first
time that a combination of SNP and indel variants into a single
phylogeny provided the best fit with the epidemiological data and
should be explored in future studies. Our study demonstrated
confident source attribution of two melioidosis cases originating
from the same water supply; however, an exact match was not
found, possibly due to within-host evolution or laboratory passage or, alternatively, to insufficient sampling of the environmental reservoir. To our knowledge, this work constitutes the most
accurate source attribution of a highly recombinogenic pathogen
and highlights issues using traditional typing methods. These data
will inform future source-tracing investigations of melioidosis
and other pathogens in a naturally occurring outbreak or in the
unlikely event of an intentional release.
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